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HOW WELL ARE WE AND THE GOVERNMENT PLANNING
FOR THE FUTURE?†

How Much Should Americans Be Saving for Retirement?

By B. DOUGLAS BERNHEIM, LORENZO FORNI, JAGADEESH GOKHALE,
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able living standards subject to borrowing con-
straints. It simultaneously determines the
amounts of saving and life insurance house-
holds need to preserve their living standards
through time.2 We perform our analysis under
two assumptions: that Social Security pays its
promised benefits in full and that Social Secu-
rity permanently cuts benefits by 30 percent
starting in 15 years. Our data set is the Health
and Retirement Survey (HRS), specifically
households with heads aged 50–61.

To preview our conclusions, ESPlanner’s
recommended saving rates are fairly high for all
but the poorest HRS households. In addition, if
HRS households are saving under the assump
tion that Social Security benefits will be paid in
full, they are saving far too little given the
potential for major cuts in those benefits when
the baby boomers retire.

The paper proceeds with brief descriptions of
ESPlanner, our HRS data set, Social Security’s
long-term finances, and our findings.

I. ESPlanner

Consider maximizing an intertemporally sep-
arable, isoelastic utility function, which is
defined over survival-state-specific levels of
consumption that are adjusted for household
composition and economics in shared living.
Let this maximization be subject to resource
constraints, liquidity constraints, and nonnega-
tivity constraints on life-insurance purchases.
ESPlanner finds the limit of the solutions to
this problem as the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution approaches zero. In so doing, it
smooths the living standards of householdf
How much should Americans save as th
approach retirement? This is a critical quest
for any generation in its 40’s and 50’s. But it
particularly apt for baby boomers, given th
their future Social Security income is so unc
tain. This uncertainty reflects the perilous co
dition of the system’s finances. According
Social Security’s actuaries, paying over time
full amount of promised benefits necessitates
immediate and permanent 4.7-percentage-p
hike in the program’s 12.4-percent payroll t
rate.1 The prospect that Congress and the A
ministration will raise Social Security taxes b
almost two-fifths seems remote. But the sma
the chances of a major tax hike, the larger
the chances of a major benefit cut.

This study applies a new financial-planni
software program, Economic Security Plan
or ESPlanner, to consider how much hou
holds close to retirement should save to acco
plish particular objectives. ESPlanner w
developed by Economic Security Planning, I
The program maximizes households’ susta
k

2 Gokhale et al. (1999) provide numerous examples of
ESPlanner’s calculations.
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members to the extent permitted by the hous
hold’s borrowing constraints.3

In forming its calculations, ESPlanner trea
special expenditures and housing expenses
“off-the-top” expenses that are not subject
consumption-smoothing. Contributions to an
withdrawals from tax-favored retirement ac
counts are also treated as exogenous. In addit
to requiring these inputs, ESPlanner needs p
jections of future earnings, assessments of
size of current non-tax-favored as well as ta
favored assets, information on defined-bene
pensions, Social Security benefits for those cu
rently collecting, and past and projected futu
covered earnings for those not yet collecting

ESPlanner uses covered earnings to estim
the size of Social Security benefits for those n
yet collecting benefits. Its benefit calculato
considers eligibility rules, early-retirement re
ductions, delayed-retirement credits, benefit r
computations, the phased increase in the norm
retirement age, the earnings test, family bene
maximums, the wage indexation of average i
dexed monthly earnings, and the price inde
ation of benefits once they are received. A
these elements feed into the determination
retirement, spousal, mother, father, childre
and widow(er) benefits.

ESPlanner also calculates federal and st
income and payroll taxes in the process of d
ciding how much a household can spend wit
out outliving its resources. In the case of th
federal income tax, for each year and surviv
state, the software computes itemizable dedu
tions and then determines whether the hou
hold should itemize or take the federal standa
deduction. The software also incorporates fe
eral deductions and exemptions, the part
taxation of Social Security benefits, the earne
income tax credit, the child tax credit, th
phase-out at higher income levels of itemize
deductions, and the indexation of tax brackets
the consumer price index. In forming federa
and state taxable income, ESPlanner deducts
appropriate, contributions to tax-favored a
s
3 Alan Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987) take a similar

approach to modeling consumption smoothing. But unlike
their model, ESPlanner accounts for liquidity constraints
adjusts consumption for changes in household compositio
and treats state and federal taxes and Social Security ben
fits in far greater detail.
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counts and includes, as appropriate, withdraw
als from these accounts. The program conside
most, but not all, factors entering into savin
and insurance decisions. Its biggest omission
the riskiness of future income and expenditure
on health care and other necessities. One c
partly compensate for this shortcoming by en
tertaining worst-case scenarios. Since we do n
consider such scenarios in this study, our r
ported recommended saving rates are likely
understate the rates at which households ne
retirement should save.

II. The HRS

Our data are drawn from the 1992 wave o
the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS
which covers 12,652 respondents aged 51–
and their families. In drawing its sample, the
HRS interviewed 5,000 married couples i
which both spouses responded, 200 marri
couples in which one of the two responden
refused to answer, and 2,452 single individual
Our analysis considers only households who
heads are ages 50 through 61 and for who
covered Social Security earnings are availab
for the head and, if married, his or her spous

The survey collects information on health
income, wealth, pensions, Social Security be
efits, demographics, education, housing, foo
consumption, family structure and transfers
current and past employment, retirement plan
cognition, health and life insurance, intra vivo
gifts, inheritances, and bequests.4 Unfortu-
nately, the HRS data fields do not match u
perfectly with the inputs required by ESPlanne
In Bernheim et al. (1999), we provide details o
our procedures for imputing missing data.

III. Social Security’s Long-Term Funding Crisis

The 38-percent tax hike needed to shore u
Social Security’s long-term finances is mor
than twice the size of the requisite tax ris
acknowledged in Social Security’s Trustees
(1999) Report. The discrepancy between th
two figures reflects the Trustees’ Report’
,
n,
e-

4 Olivia S. Mitchell and James F. Moore (1997a, b) pro-
vide excellent descriptions of the HRS, in general, and the
wealth accumulation of the HRS sample in particular.
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truncation of its projection horizon. The Trust
ees’ Report looks out only 75 years, whereas t
38-percent figure is a truly long-term calcula
tion. While 75 years may seem like a long
enough horizon, projected Social Securi
deficits in 76 years and beyond are extreme
large. In this regard, it is important to note tha
a significant component of Social Security
current long-term financial problem is the resu
of the 1983 Greenspan Commission’s not loo
ing far enough into the future. Indeed, the Com
mission could have forecast back in 1983 th
Social Security would face a massive 75-ye
financing shortfall in 1999 simply because o
the addition of 16 years of large annual defici
into the 1999 75-year projection window.

Unfortunately, there is good reason to believ
that even a 38-percent payroll tax hike wou
not suffice to address Social Security’s pro
lems. The 38-percent figure is calculated bas
on intermediate economic and demographic a
sumptions. But the “intermediate” nature o
these assumptions has been called into ques
by top economists and demographers. Inde
the Social Security Advisory Board’s 199
technical panel recommended changes in
assumed intermediate rates of longevity im
provement, real wage growth, and interest
government securities. In combination, th
modified assumptions appear to raise t
OASDI tax hike needed for true long-run so
vency to almost 6 percentage points, whic
translates into close to a 50-percent tax rise!

IV. Recommended Saving Rates

Table 1 presents median recommended s
ing rates for HRS households whose heads
sorted into two age groups: ages 50–55 a
56–61. The table also decomposes its results
household income, marital status, race, and e
ucation. Saving rates are presented assum
that Social Security benefits will be (i) paid in
full or (ii) cut permanently by 30 percent start
ing in 15 years. A cut of this magnitude in th
not too distant future appears to us to be rough
what may lie ahead for the system. The table
results are based on an assumed 6-percent n
inal interest rate and a 3-percent inflation rat
The numerator of the saving rate is defined
non-tax-favored saving (i.e., saving apart fro
contributions to or withdrawals from retiremen
e
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TABLE 1—ESPLANNER’S MEDIAN RECOMMENDED

NON-TAX-FAVORED SAVING RATES (RATIO

OF NON-TAX-FAVORED SAVING TO INCOME

BY INCOME AND DEMOGRAPHIC GROUP)

Sample

Ages 50–55 Ages 56–61

Benefits Benefits

Full Cut N Full Cut N

Income5 $0–15,000

Total 0.01 0.06 243 0.00 0.03 320
Married 0.00 0.10 37 20.11 0.01 48
Single 0.01 0.05 206 0.02 0.03 272
Nonwhite 0.02 0.06 126 0.01 0.02 153
Noncollege 0.01 0.05 226 0.00 0.03 30

Income5 $15,000–45,000

Total 0.13 0.20 533 0.17 0.23 582
Married 0.09 0.17 272 0.14 0.21 310
Single 0.17 0.24 261 0.23 0.28 272
Nonwhite 0.19 0.25 169 0.23 0.29 153
Noncollege 0.13 0.20 445 0.18 0.24 47

Income5 $45,000–100,000

Total 0.14 0.19 502 0.20 0.25 454
Married 0.14 0.19 429 0.20 0.25 408
Single 0.20 0.24 73 0.23 0.26 46
Nonwhite 0.18 0.22 61 0.24 0.30 56
Noncollege 0.16 0.21 317 0.22 0.27 29

Income5 $100,0001

Total 0.17 0.20 116 0.23 0.25 109
Married 0.17 0.20 111 0.23 0.25 99
Single 0.28 0.29 5 0.19 0.20 10
Nonwhite 0.21 0.23 17 0.06 0.08 8
Noncollege 0.18 0.21 52 0.23 0.26 50

Note: N 5 number of observations.
-

-

-

accounts). The income measure used in the
nominator also excludes net contributions
these accounts.

Consider first the results for the 50–55-yea
old households assuming benefits are paid
full. The median recommended saving rate
households with incomes of $0 to $15,000
quite small, only 1 percent. On the other han
for those with $100,000 or more in income, it
fairly high, 17 percent. For low-income hous
holds with incomes of $15,000–45,000 a
moderate-income households with incomes
$45,000–100,000, the recommended sav
rates are 13 percent and 14 percent, resp
tively. The fact that the median recommend
saving rate is close to zero for the low-incom
group and that the rate rises with income is n
surprising. Most low-income households w
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receive the majority of their post-retirement in
comes from Social Security. And the higher th
level of income, the smaller is the fraction o
preretirement income being replaced by Soc
Security. The older sample, aged 56–61, ge
erates the same pattern of saving rates by
come. But with the exception of those with ver
low income, the median recommended savi
rates are significantly higher, ranging from 1
percent for households with $15,000–45,000
income to 23 percent for households wit
$100,000 or more in income.

Can households achieve these high sav
rates by simply saving/reinvesting the capit
income they earn on the non-tax-favored ass
they have accumulated to date? To examine t
question, we calculated recommended savi
rates out of non-asset income. Specifically, w
subtracted non-tax-favored capital income fro
recommended saving to form the numerator
this revised saving rate. To form the denomin
tor, we subtracted the same quantity fro
income. Hence, the denominator is income e
clusive of non-tax-favored asset income.

For the lowest and second-lowest incom
groups, median recommended saving rates
essentially unchanged for both age groups. F
households with $45,000–100,000 in incom
the new medians are 12 percent for young
households and 17 percent for older ones. T
corresponding non-asset income medians
the highest-income households are 13 perc
for younger households and 17 percent for old
ones. Hence, the answer to our question is n
while most households do not need to save
large a share of their non-asset income, th
still need to save a nontrivial fraction of tha
income.

ESPlanner generally recommends high
saving rates for single households, nonwhi
households, and non-college-educated hou
holds. In some cases, the differences are s
stantial. Take nonwhite households ag
56 – 61 with $15,000 – 45,000 in income
Their median recommended saving rate
23 percent, which is 6 percentage poin
higher than the median for whites and non
whites combined. Or compare the 23-perce
median rate for single households with th
14-percent median for married households
the same income and age range. While the
seem to be systematic differences here th
l
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merit future research, one should not exa
gerate these differences. Within each cell there
is a very considerable variation in recommend
saving rates. Thus, knowing the particular circum
stances of a household is much more importa
than knowing its general demographic charact
istics in formulating a useful saving-rate recom
mendation.

V. The Impact of Potential Social
Security Benefit Cuts

Table 1 also shows the impact of our hypo
thetical benefit cut. The results are, in man
cases, dramatic. Take married household w
very low incomes. Their median recommende
saving rate rises by 10 percentage points in t
younger group and 12 percentage points in t
older group. In the second-lowest incom
group, the recommended rates for the young
and older age groups increase by 8 and
percentage points, respectively. Among hig
income households, the recommended savi
rate increases are smaller, but nontrivia
Increases in the recommended rates of sav
out of non-asset income are equally large. F
the middle-income groups, the recommend
non-asset-income saving rates now range fro
16 percent to 22 percent.

To check the sensitivity of our results to th
assumed real rate of return, we redid the an
ysis using an 8-percent nominal rate of retur
which implies a 5-percent real return. For th
sample of 50–55-year-olds, recommended s
ing rates are 1, 11, 11, and 10 percent for t
lowest through highest income classes. The c
responding Table 1 values are 1, 13, 14, and
percent. In the case of the sample of 56–6
year-olds, the new medians are 1, 16, 17, and
percent, compared with the 0, 17, 20, and
percent values reported in Table 1. Thus, re
ommended saving rates are lower with th
higher interest rate. However, earning a high
real interest rate does not mean the HRS hou
holds can ignore the possibility of a major So
cial Security benefit cut. With our assumed cu
the four recommended saving-rate medians
4, 17, 16, and 12 percent for the younger i
come groups and 3, 21, 21, and 22 percent
the older ones. These rates are substantia
higher than their counterparts that assume b
efits will be paid in full.
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VI. Conclusion

Because of data limitations, knowing pre
cisely the rate at which HRS households save
not easy. Hence, we cannot say for sure whet
HRS households are saving too little or to
much. On the other hand, we can apply ESPla
ner to the HRS to consider the rate at whic
Americans approaching retirement should
saving, assuming they wish to smooth their cu
rent and future living standards. ESPlanner
recommended saving rates center around z
for very low-income households. But for low-
middle-, and upper-income households, medi
recommended saving rates are fairly high. F
these households, meeting ESPlanner’s reco
mendations requires much more than simp
reinvesting asset income or counting on hig
real rates of return. This is doubly true whe
one takes into account the very real prospect
major cuts in Social Security benefits in the n
too distant future. According to our findings
American households close to retirement,
their incomes high or low, need to save at mu
higher rates than would otherwise be the ca
because of the risk of major cuts in Soci
Security benefits.
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